
Osmiroid Fountain pens 10/07/18
  Osmiroid Fountain pens were a relatively inexpensive pen initially aimed at the education market but 
later at the calligraphy market .  They were produced in significant numbers and are still available second
hand. A good source of these pens is Ebay.
This document is intended to describe the main types, their characteristics,  common faults and how to 
identify good working versions.

Models

Model 65 mk 1

The shrinkage can be seen where the cap band is proud of the cap
This is the first iteration of the classic Osmiroid pen with the screw in nib assembly and went on sale in 
the early 1954. The main features are the round, black screw in knob on the top of the cap that locates 
the clip.  All of these are lever fill.  I have not seen a single example of this pen that hasn't suffered from 
shrinkage of the plastic of the cap and body and this is most visible in the metal band around the cap 
which is either protruding, loose or missing.  This model is best avoided.

Model 65 mk 2

The characteristic  slope of the cap can be seen here
This was a significant improvement on the original model.  There were some small design improvements 
to the cap and the top of the cap has a sloped top with the clip recessed and riveted in place. The major 
improvement was to the material of the body and the cap which is much more stable and generally 
doesn't suffer from shrinkage.  This version was offered with 3 different methods of filling.  The first is a 
lever fill exactly like its older sibling. The second method was the adoption of the cartridge fill method 
although the cartridges are no-longer available. The last, and in my view, the best is the “Aerometric” 
where the section of the body is unscrewed and the sac squeezed with the fingers.  The mk 2 is usually a 
safe buy and can give good service.

This is the Aerometric fill version with the stepped band on the cap
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Model 75

The Model 75 was a child of the 1970s. A significant redesign of the model 65 and featured a piston 
filling system.  This model  is much sought after by calligraphers and can often be found in reasonable 
working condition.  It utilises the same nib unit as the model 65s. Things to watch for when buying 
second-hand are the fit of the cap which can often be loose and the piston filling system which can be 
jammed.  Generally the filling system only needs a good clean to get it working. To fill the pen the knob 
must be turned anticlockwise to move the piston towards the nib when it should be visible in the clear 
section of the body. The nib is immersed in the ink and the knob turned clockwise to draw the ink into 
the pen. Take care not to force the mechanism.

New Models

Easy Change

Osmiroid's  new design with improved ink flow was introduced around 1980.  I have seen this design 
called “the Pilot”, The Sonic and “the Easy Change” . This model doesn't use the  screw in nib unit 
common to the models 65 and 75 but has a new complete front end combining the nib' the section and 
the feed into a single replaceable unit.  The actual nibs are identical to the nibs used in the original nib 
assemblies but are available in a wider range of nib sizes aimed at the calligraphy market.  These pens 
are all cartridge pens although the sets often come with a “Squeezefill converter”. 

The main problem to be avoided is the tendency of the bottom of the cap cracking where it clips onto 
the body.  The plastic of the cap is quite thin and rather brittle.  Once cracked it is less secure on the 
body and likely to allow the body to become detached in the pocket.

Prima

This is a higher quality variant of the Easy Change shown above.  It is generally the
same style and used the same nibs and cartridges but the quality is improved.  The 
main differences are the cap which has proper metal bands and it therefore much 
less prone to the cracking at the bottom of the cap. Other than the metal bands on 
the cap and the bottom of the barrel the main identifier is the stylised P on the top of
the cap.
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Viscount

The Viscount is a rarely seen pen (by me!) and I think that is is probably quite a late addition to the 
Osmiroid range.  I have not held one and have only the pictures from an Ebay auction to try to understand
the model.  It appears that this model uses the Aerometric filling system similar to the version used on the 
last  versions of the model 65 shown on the green model 65 pen above.  The cap is a gold plated metal 
unit and pushes on rather than screwing on like the model 65 and 75s. The nib unit is an Easy Change 
style unit and appears to have an additional metal ring above the thread to better locate the cap.

Model 125

I have only seen one of these and I haven't yet managed to get any more information than can be gleaned 
from observation.

The pen doesn't have the replaceable nib of either the 65/75 or the Easy Change  but has a fixed nib in the
traditional style.  The filling system is a plunger system similar to the model 75 with a viewing window 
one difference is that the front of the pen (the nib and section) can be unscrewed and it looks as though 
there is a peg for a variant that would utilise a cartridge.  I have no evidence for the cartridge option other 
than the existence of a  peg. The cap pushes on and has “Osmiroid 125 Made in England embossed 
around the bottom of the cap.  The clip is not marked with either the Osmiroid logo or the Osmiroid 
name.  The cap and clip are gold plated.
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Un-named model

The nib From this pen The filler separates from the section and body

This pen has no model designation printed on it but the cap clip does have the Osmiroid name embossed.  
The cap is a push on type made in metal and plated in gold. One thing I have noticed is that the cap 
doesn't “post” (fit firmly onto the body when I use). The version I have has the “ Aerometric” filling 
system similar to the Viscount.

The nib is much smaller than the nibs used in the Models 65, 75 or Easy Change.  It is marked ES Perry 
along one edge and England along the other edge.  The nib also has a letter M which I assume means 
medium.

Fountain Pen Nibs

The Osmiroid nibs are remarkably good considering that the pen is really a cheap pen aimed at the 
education market. The nibs can still be found at good prices second hand and often these are new unused 
items.  I have purchased many nibs on Ebay and the prices for a good nib are usually between £5 and £20.
The only exception to this is the “Sketch” nib unit for the model 65 and 75. which attracts a premium and 
can cost £50.

The Osmiroid range of nibs is the broadest of any manufacturer and the Calligraphy market is especially 
well represented.

There are 2 main designs of replaceable nib units.

This is the design used in the model 65 and 75 This is the design used in the Easy Change pen

The model 65/75 nib units are interchangeable with the Esterbrook pens, the Koh-i-noor (Rapidograph)  
and also the Venus Fountain pens (reported but not tried).

The Osmiroid nib units require modification if they are to fit the Esterbrook M2 as the cartridge peg stops
the unit screwing in and must be cut off.  This peg is only there to enable a cartridge or squeezefill unit to 
be fitted.
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Ebay

Advice for purchasing pens from Ebay

Ebay is a rich source for Osmiroid pens (and many other makes). You should do your research to make 
sure you are bidding on something you want.  If you really want to win there are a couple of things you 
should understand:-

1. Your bid will be increased in small increments up to the maximum you have given until either you
are one bid beyond any other bidder or another bidder beats your maximum.

2. There is little point in bidding early as this just alerts the competition to your interest.  I have most
of my success by bidding in the last 5 seconds of an auction.  This is an adrenalin building 
process. But, providing you bid the maximum you are prepared to pay, you stand a good chance of
getting your target for a lower price than you expect.

3. If I can't be in front of the computer at the end of the auction I use a website called AuctionStealer 
to bid on my behalf. https://www.auctionstealer.co.uk/ you will need to register but the process is 
quite transparent. If you are only using it occasionally it is free and puts your bid on 7seconds 
before the end of the auction.

4. Always factor in the postage cost to the price you are prepared to bid.

5. Be aware that buying from the USA is now very expensive.  Ebay seems to provide the method 
and it seems that, because of the use of a carrier rather than the US  postal service, Import duty 
and VAT is always charged which often makes the cost of transport greater than the cost of the 
item.  I have stopped bidding on US based items.

I recently won a box of 40 assorted Osmiroid nibs (65/75 type) for £28 including postage.  They were all 
brand new and in perfect condition.

Often the descriptions will be lacking in detail so you just have to take the risk that you might buy a frog 
rather than a prince.  I think that I have been disappointed with less than 10% of my purchases but that is 
the price of this method of acquiring things.

Some useful websites for information and spare parts
https://goodwriterspens.com  The forum is a good source of information and help

http://www.ornasonova.com/Osmiroid.php  USA but has a good stock and I have bought from them

http://ornasonova.com/StickyCalligraphy.php#KenBrownOutline A really good page of Calligraphy info

http://  www.richardspens.com/ A good source for all things Esterbrook

https://www.vintagepensacsandparts.com/ An excellent source for sacs and tools – I use them a lot.

http://www.carneilpens.co.uk/ A specialist pen repair person.

http://www.classicpenengineering.co.uk/index.html

http://www.fountainpennetwork.com/forum/ An excellent source of information on all types of pen

https://www.scribblers.co.uk/guideline-generator/ generate a page of guidelines for practising lettering
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